
15th Knowledge Seekers Workshop – June 19th 2014 

 

• Main topics of this Workshop 

 

- Keshe talk about Religion in the World today 

- Knowledge that the Technology Brings Unify the Religion by 

Knowing the Truth about the Creation (World Religion) 

- Build a Structure before the Change 

- Travel in Space (The Soul carries the Body and not the Body carries 

the Soul) 

- The Heart of the Mother and the Formation of the Fetus in the Womb 

- Connection Between the Heart Beat and Alzheimer 

- The Soul Plasma (in the Reactors) 

 

(:02) Keshe comes in. At the moment I stay in Rome and the rest of the KS will stay in 

the Foundation, they are still waiting a response from Vatican, hopefully they will receive 

the response in the next days. This is the second time that the package for Peace has been 

handed to Vatican. (:05) We have to see how the response will be and how they will 

handle the countries. The whole concept behind this invitation is not to force the religious 

to come together, but is to encourage the base structure of the indication of Religions in a 

way that they can change the course of humanity. A lot of people have a misconception 

about religious ceremonies and religious belief of people, it has become more and more 

apparent how become influential the religious organization are in respect to all aspects of 

life, even politicians in parliament can not pass the law if its not accept by the religious 

people in that country. When the politicians passes the laws at the end goes to the Ethics 

part, they look at the law in respect to the religion. So, the religious beliefs in all the 

world have the final say in the Nations. 99% of the world, rules, regulations, laws are 

final say signing by the religious. We have gone to the root of the problem and the root of 

the solution. The root of the problem is: by dividing man in different faiths, a lot of 

people have made a lot of money, by unifying it they still make a lot of money but for the 

humanity. (:08) Without the religious leaders in this world in this moment there is no 

solution for humanity and they now it and use it for their own benefit. Now we have to 

bring light that their interests don’t count but the interest of the whole humanity counts. 

We don’t expect nobody in the 13th, that is obvious. This is the first round of the 

invitation, and with science technology we will bring the world leaders together, the 

explanation is very simple. The day before we went to Rome I said to the Ivan (KS) that 

the reactor E which is the with the metal core has achieved 12 Goss (??), and that was the 

first time that this reactor achieved this measurement in this dimension without 

interfering in other reactors, this means that for the first time we have achieved Plasmas 

without putting anything in, but creating condition. We created the condition on Friday 

before we leave. The Foundation I believe soon will achieve the full lift in the Star 

Formation. Now you have to realize why we made this step to go to Rome. (:12) We are 

achieving great advances in Science and as the KS understand how it work, more will be 

explains. Its not about release information, but when and how you release the 

information. We have become good at this, we have Diplomats advisers which support 

and advises us. By achieving lift and taking man to Space man will be forced to accept 



the one Religion, One Path of God. Because in the Space we will see the process of the 

creation and we will understand the Truth about The Creation. So very soon this division 

of worship by man will become dilapidated due to the knowledge which the technology 

brings about. In coming contact with Universals creations, we will find how much, how 

long we have wasted lives, time and energy in worries in the facade on the structures of 

the buildings not in the heart of the Soul of the man, our Souls knows what is correct, is 

just that the Physicality has kept us apart. In a very short time the religious leaders will 

follow the new Science not for them to be left out to keep their face. We have given a 

way out of it with this invitation, they can bring things together to bring a new cycle of 

life in a peaceful way. In the meeting the world leaders will not be there as leaders, but as 

subordinates because they will have to fit into the structure of what the new cycle has 

brought in. This is for them, we understand how its gonna happen, but when you put 

things out for the first time they say, this is nothing, but even parts of the things will force 

a lot of new ways in humanity. (:16) If we do not get any response from the world 

leaders, we tried to give these people a graceful way out, but now with the development 

of the technology there is no choice, but to follow the unification of the man in all 

structures. In bringing fairness handling the people behavior in respect to the Creator, and 

in the same way correct and equal for the whole humanity. We create the conditions for 

the change. We see Greenpeace all the activities that they have done for years, they were 

supported by the East and they are supported by the West now, we see how things have 

changed. The old structure is finished, we don’t fight, we inform to them join in. (:19) 

Before you had to go to the church to get the Holy Book, now the Book with the 

ethics of the man, because we gave the man any physicality that he needs through 

these patents, all his needs are fulfilled, and the only thing he lives with is servitude, 

how he can serve! He can do whatever he likes. We know what we is happening, but at 

the same time we cannot lose sight that we don’t become like the past, hypocrisy cannot 

take over, it has to be logical, correct and fair for everyone, this is the change! This things 

takes time and understandings by the world leaders and mainly by public. Public has to 

understand what is to come and how to adjust. We cannot say everything is equal and fair 

so everybody can have a car or any food and drink tomorrow, we have to put a structure 

into it, to bring balance into it takes time, months or years. If we give the change now 

99% of the people don’t understand it and then they want they will get it and the mayhem 

will be more. It’s needed time to educate them, and the education system for it is getting 

set up, its matter of time for people to understand this. The whole structure must be 

correct. I don’t rush just to please people, I do things in the structure that we see and the 

man can understand. (:23) You must understand what this invitation in the Vatican 

means. The change is huge even for Vatican. This is the end or the Religious Leaders. 

When a man, or a Pope accept that all the Religions are one and have to work in one 

direction, it means that the time of their guidance has passed out. They are needed for the 

transition, to educate people about what this transition time means. We use the Path that 

is already is there to do the job smoothly, the Path is that we are all correct, but we have 

to find a way, the way is got to be done. The way its suits the humanity, not names! (:26) 

The Spirituality comes from equals of the fairness, btw the Physicality and the Soul. 

There is no difference, when you understand the level that your Soul exist, and you 

live that life in the Physicality, then understand the process of the Creation. Now is 

time to give to these World leaders to understand this process. The knowledge which is 



been given will force the change, not the swords or guns. The nuns and the priests lost 

their own ways, so how can they guide the others. When they go to the restaurant with 

expect to be treated differently, so the cause of the problem starts with their own behavior 

and this is what we see with all the religious leaders. (:29) When we are in the Space the 

space in the craft is limited, you can’t have a palace, we are all equal in this ship. The 

world leaders are the body and the religious leaders are the Path to the Soul, and if we 

don’t bring them together we don’t succeed, because one influence the other. We will 

take man to Space in a correct way, and we will take man to Space as one, not different 

colors and shapes and beliefs. I was watching the World Cup, we start we so many teams, 

and we support those teams, as disappear in the second part of the league we choose a 

new ones, and the we go to the third round, now we have less and support others, the 

whole supporters watch everything, and then we watch the final to see who becomes, and 

we see they are the champions, this is the way that our world will come, more and more 

we see the development of the past the more the booze of the past will go away, and then 

they become one, this takes time. (:33) As we see in the word cup teams disappearing and 

becoming one, we disappear and become Totality. We are in the last section with the 

world leaders. This invitation with the religious leaders is to finalize, this is the last move, 

because after this move there is nothing but unification through science. (:36) Accepting 

this means underlying with work of 3 or 6 thousand years of injustice and they don’t want 

to be responsible for. A lot of people asks why I don’t release my book number 9, The 

Structure of the Soul, if I release this a lot of religious leaders today will commit suicide, 

will disappear, because every man will understand where he stands in respect to its 

Creator and the rest of the Universe, and the beauty of this is that every man can teach 

himself, but in this transition point we need the support and the help of these religious 

people. The new guide line is not the Bible or any Holy Book, the new guide line is 

within the Soul of the man and is connected with the Physicality of the man. There is no 

punishment, this was made to bring control, and this bring inequality. (:40) The process 

is very simple, but it has to be understood, if not understood become hypocrisy. (:42) The 

funniest thing is, the Nobel Peace prize, this money comes from killing people, how can 

people accept the Nobel Prize?! Story of Nobel Prize: Nobel family that manufactures 

dynamites and by coincidence the gentleman did the obituary of his brother but the 

reporter made a mistake, he wrote that his brother was alive in the name of the one who is 

dead and it said how horrible man he was, caused so much deaths, and he said, Oh is this 

how people will gonna think about me? I must do something to people think I am a good 

guy, so he made the Nobel Prize. So people who receive the Nobel prize become blood 

money, we are praising murders. Nobel Prize is the most shameful prize to be given to a 

man and to be accepted. (:45) The Soul of this Science has been already been passed to 

millions of people. (:47) The question is how these religious leader will be correct 

enough in their Soul to cross against that door, and once one done the rest will follow. 

(:48) In Space the point of worship is not in the Mecca or temples, it is in the 

connection with your own Physicality and your Soul and your correctness with it. 

The biggest battle is to constantly be aware about the weakness of the man! The 

battle comes in when I look to a beautiful woman that belongs to another man, is it my 

right, my intention? If I see a child which is hungry in the table would I put my food in 

front of him? Is awareness of being correct! Being correctness in respect of who you are, 

and this take a lot of training and a lot of understanding. Then the rest will be done. (:52) 



Question about bring down the Religions. Keshe: A shock does not help. It will be done 

as a complete cycle. The humanity is not ready for huge change in such short time. (:57) 

We have to bring the change in a very slow pace that people will understand how they 

have been abused, but people will have the means to understand and the tools to not be 

abused. (1:00) The expectation of achievement of the KS in the lab were to high but with 

no fundamental knowledge at the foundation, the KS came in with the materialistic point 

of view not understanding the Plasma, but trying to enforce one knowledge that was 

wrong to another, as a guide I had to tolerate, I have to accept, but I have to push for the 

further knowledge for them to understand in the long run. Criticism has to be there, but 

with knowledge, not with the ignorance of the knowledge. You will see flow of KS 

coming and going. (1:03) Keshe talk about how people even in the Foundation try to get 

power in a subtle way. People misread your openness. The same problem would come to 

the Foundation if we are not fully aware of it. We should be amongst people for people to 

see how to be and that there is no difference btw man. (1:05) Question about go to the 

principal field without the physicality and people who stay in quarantine. Keshe: When 

you go through specific fields and you have a mixture of fields you have to re-align all 

the fields. Its like putting you to a process and your eyes and your legs has left behind 

because they have a different field structure. You have to bring everything to same same 

level so that you can cross, otherwise pieces will be left behind. Every single cell of your 

body is made of Plasma and each Plasma has a full principle transition and matter 

strength, and more. Needs time to adjust, quarantine is hold things till everything gets to 

the same point. The ones who have more matter like the bones are more difficult to be 

transfer. (1:07) Keshe said that he saw a specific moisture in a place in the lab, and the 

KS did not noticed. Keshe talks that the knowledge Seekers are doing the Gans but did 

not fully understood what is going on. (1:09) The Gans of CuO2 for example: that Gans 

you can take it through the principle because it is a Plasma, but the solid Cu which is in 

that water which is produced in the Gans still in the matter state, you can not transfer it so 

easily through, because it have a physical bounding btw other electrons and protons. 

Even if you look in your Gans cups, you have a process at the bottom where you collect 

these bubbles of Gans of CuO2 for example, that bubble is a Plasma. You need a a time 

for all the Cu transfer to Gans, and then latter you can convert Gans into matter you need 

to. You don’t need to carry the body of man across the Space, if you carry one structure 

of the atom of the man you can replicate the man physically anywhere in the Universe. Is 

the Soul which carries the Body, not the body which carries the Soul! And this is a 

misconception in the world of the Creation. I have explained and try to explain to the 

medical people on why we change in the womb of the mother as a fetus to bones and 

Brain. (1:12) A fetus is in the DNA. In the teaching room we started to show the structure 

of the formation of the fetus in the womb, how the vibration of the heart of the mother, 

how the motion of the fetus itself gives rise and position to the structure of the one core 

which is holds the Brain and one core which holds the Intestines. That beat of the heart of 

the mother if it wasn’t there the fetus doesn’t move in the right move that the Brain 

structure set. A lot of people look into the DNA form with the child which is born with 

defects you got to look at the physical structure and the heart beat of the mother. Because 

that heart beat, that motion of the beat of the heart is the way the Brain get its structure, 

the way that the first cells of the bone comes to become sitting in where they are to 

become a bone. If you leave the fetus and just give it food you find you have the Brain 



and the fetus, but you don’t have the correct assembly (??), that rhythm, that motion is 

needed. And then when you have that first Brain that you start having the Soul, and when 

the connection comes with the beat of the Soul in the fetus affects the fetus itself. It’s a 

lot to teach, and a lot to understand. (1:14) Question: That is why the fetus can be born 

out of the womb? Keshe: Yes, you are correct. If they can replicate the heart beat of the 

mother the motion of the heart beat, because that heart beat creates the vibration, and that 

vibration is needed for the structure of the Brain to be settled and come. In the lab 

structure has risen out of the Gans powder. (1:16) The Soul of the KS has changed and 

with this comes physical change, and now you see a mountain rise. The fetus needs the 

MagGrav fields which is the heart beat of the mother, but it needs the physical motion 

which that heart beat creates, that little motion is needed for the structure the Brain to be 

created. The doctors have to look for totality, not just what happens to the fetus. If you try 

to create fetus or life you have to create the total environment of life not just the 

physicality. When the heart of the child is developed, his heart beat complete it full cycle 

of the Brains structure. Why is Homeopathic so close to the cycle of the man’s life? 

Because it carries the same vibrations cycle as the heart beat of the mother to start with, 

that little vibration which you do you reset the structure, and then the structure go itself to 

where it should be, that is why Homeopathic works. This is where the setting comes, not 

from the MaGrav field of the beating, the heart beat of the mother and the man, even 

when you are independent you become adults and older then you get the Alzheimer, you 

get the connection btw the Alzheimer and the heart beat of the man. When you get older 

the heart beat slows down, the vibration does not create the same kind of bumping from 

the Brain movement and the motion, so the cells move in different ways and all sort of 

diseases come. If you can keep the heart beat in the right configuration you can live for 

millions of years with the correct Brain, because the body will recycle itself. These are 

the things we will teach in time. (1:19) Question: At what stage the Soul becomes into 

the fetus? Keshe: When the main Brain is created, when the fetus is in control of itself, 

not the physical part, the P part has nothing to do with the Soul, the E part is, when the E 

part which is the central part of the Brain is developed then the Soul is completed. This 

does not mean that if you are born with two legs not being there you will have different 

Soul; you still have the same Soul! The minute the E part of the Brain, which is a 

connection btw the Soul of the man is created, then the Soul is completed, then you are 

responsible, then you are responsible for the Soul you have created. The KS keep rotating 

these stupid cores in the reactors, but they don’t understand that they have given life to a 

structure inside which have its own Brain and control the things he have seen it. The Soul 

is inside that P structure which is rotating, and when they understand they can interact 

with that Soul that is created, then they succeed. Till they don’t unify nothing will happen 

in that lab, because this is not a P matter. Why the reactors works in so many ways? You 

have to look at the Soul of the man who controls it. Why other reactors are not 

performing, or draining? I don’t look at which reactors works, I look at the behavior of 

the Plasma inside it, that will tell when it will be the time to fly and to move. 

Unconditional connection creates unconditional reaction, and when the KS learn this then 

they will go to the fly position, when they learn to be United and unify and wish of be 

part of the whole humanity then the systems will fly. (1:23) The same that happens 

with the KS in the reactors happens with the World Leaders, we need to unify! 

Keshe says that he need to leave in 10 minutes. (1:25) We have the full 100% solution to 



any cancer. But you have to realize, the questioner said that Mr. Keshe said to him that he 

did not understand, and this is one of Mr. Keshe’s habits and he is trying to changing. 

Something which people have to realize that if you release such a knowledge of how to 

overcome all cancers we will be wiped out. In the Space we will get cancer and we have 

to find a solution for this, and we have the full solution for every cancer in this planet, but 

we can not disclosure it. The time will come soon, you will do it. (1:31) Mr. Keshe 

leaves. (1:33) KS answer questions about the production of Gans. 

 


